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Brighter Child Handwriting: Printing helps young children master legible writing. Practice is included

for lowercase and uppercase letters, words and sentences, and more. School success starts here!

Workbooks in the popular Brighter Child series are packed with plenty of fun activities that teach a

variety of essential school skills. Students will find help for math, English and grammar, handwriting,

and other important subject areas. Each book contains full-color practice pages, easy-to-follow

instructions, and an answer key.
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This is a learning to write book. It has 3 sections. 1st section is the letters of the alphabet, 2nd

section has words starting from each letter of the alphabet and 3rd section has sentences. It is thin

and there is only one page for each letter. Also you can easily remove the pages and copy them

I have a granddaughter that is on the autism spectrum and developmentally delayed. One of the

things she struggles with is getting her letters in uniform sizes with correct spacing . Unfortunately

the school does not work with her on these issues. So I got her this book along with a special pencil

to help her practice. These "lessons" are just the right length....not too long nor too short. She has a

difficult time paying attention for long periods of time. When she sees herself making the letters in

the right size, she is so delighted with her accomplishments. For those of you who might be in the



same boat as this grandmother is, I hope this will help you to decide on whether this book has value

for your child.

Each page in the first section has the upper and lower case letter on the first row and then 5-6 more

rows that are blank for practice. No tracing dots. The second section has 4 words per letter per page

to practice. They are traceable once, then independent practice. It would be nice if they were sight

words or CVC words. The third section has simple sentences that focus on a letter of the alphabet.

The sentence is written once, then the rest of the page is for independent writing practice.The lined

paper is nice with cute color pictures. The top and bottom lines are blue with a red dashed middle

line.Overall, this is geared towards an early writer. I could see using the book in sections as the

writing progresses. The letter practice is always nice, but I would have preferred more traceable

letters per page. This book is not for kids who still need to trace.

Great workbook but make sure to make COPIES before using it because theres only one sheet for

each letter.

Good workbook. I do wish there was a colorful picture on every page instead of just the sentences

in the back. Be aware that there is only one page for each individual letter. I decided to take the

pages out and put them in clear sheet protector with rings to keep them together. I have my son

practice with fine tip dry erase markers so that he can practice with each page again and again!

Very happy with this purchase.

Our daughter is 3 and half and she needed the right way to practice letters. First we taught her

writing letters started on Doodle board but after a certain time we needed something unique and

best to teach her how to write within lines. In our times we used to practice letters in notebooks with

margins and blue and red lines. We searched the same one but in a workbook format and voila we

got this Handwriting: Printing Workbook (Brighter Child: Grades K-2 in the same old but best

style.The super points about this book -1) Fast delivery - It came so fast.2) Good Build quality- The

page quality is really good and does not tear easily. No marks or smudges left after erasing letters.

So I can reuse the same page.3)Features- The workbook has 3 stages for practicing handwriting .a)

The first stage is for practicing writing letters from A-Z. Each letter is given in a single page in both

upper and lower cases.Each letter is shown how to write in traced format in first row. Then you are

given a few more lines to practice those. So Practice by tracing the letters and then write the letters.



Practice makes one perfect . This is the bottom line of this workbook. During practice each child

easily knows the concept of how to write uppercase and lowercase within top and bottom blue and

middle red dashed lines.b) The second stage is for practicing writing words. Here also the same

motto. After looking at an example and tracing it, you practice it independently. First practice by

tracing the words the write the words.This workbook nicely graduates a child's writing from letters to

words.c) The third stage is for practicing sentences. The sentences became long gradually.This

book is not only for practicing handwriting it also boosts up a child, self enhances and make him/her

independent learner during the vast kingdom of letters and word and sentences.Each page of word

and sentence practice has beautiful pictures drawn associated with the word to be written. This will

surely be lovable by a young writer.My daughter already knew how to write each letters in both

upper and lower cases. But she needed the right direction to write them in an organized way and

she got it through this.

This book is awesome for helping with writing. It starts out with the letters of the alphabet, then goes

on to writing words. There is a line to help by tracing then room for practice below. My only

complaint is that I wish the letters were bigger.

Definitely as described. Wish there was more space and pages for letter practice instead of words

and sentences but we do have other books with that. Good worksheets to supplement for extra

practice. Couldn't beat the price.
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